
STANDARD LANDING RULES
The Allied player lands one Army Group at a time,
choosing a map-hex as the drop point.
The player can decide if he wants to spread his
troops out more, and if this is the case he can
spread one Group over two drop points, but the
maps must have a common side.
A maximum of two Army Groups can choose the
same hex as their drop point.

Roll two dice for every unit that must land: a
directional dice (that shows the directions; N, NE,
NW, S, SE, SW or assign a direction to each number
on a six-sided dice, for example: 1=North, 2=North-
East, 3= South East, 4= South, 5= South West,
6=North West) and a ten sided dice (12 sided for
scenarios with 4/6 maps).

The direction dice shows the deviation due to the
wind, and the second dice shows the number of
hexes the unit travels from the drop point.
If the unit lands off the hex map, it will be
considered lost for the rest of the game.
In some scenarios there is a maximum number of
units that can be lost in order to allow a “balanced
game”.
If, on the other hand, they land in an occupied hex,
the player moves it to an adjacent hex of their
choice.
If the hex was occupied by an enemy unit, the
paratrooper unit will take a loss even if it was a
dummy; in this case the dummy is eliminated.
As soon as a unit lands you must roll for the effect
of the terrain.
If units land next to an enemy unit they are
immediately subject to opportunity fire.
Once the allied landing has been completed the
game can continue normally with the first game
turn.

O P P O RT U N I T Y F I R E  D U R I N G
PARATROOPER LANDINGS
Opportunity fire is resolved after the landing
procedure for each unit and having verified the
damage effects due to the terrain.
The target is subject to a modifier of +1 dice
because of its state (only if it lands next to an
enemy unit). Moreover, if it takes losses, it will
become disorganised in the next game turn.

A unit on the ground is not limited to only one
opportunity fire while the paratroopers are landing,
but can perform more than one.

For each opportunity fire after the first the attacking
unit will take a -1 dice penalty, cumulative to the
negative modifiers for opportunity fire taken
beforehand.

Complete example:
A German infantry unit is located in hex F/d2 and
has already performed opportunity fire on the
enemy.
An American paratrooper unit lands on F/c2.
The Allied player first checks for damage from the
landing and rolls one dice.
The German player then performs opportunity fire:
basic attack dice = 3. -1 for opportunity fire, -1
for the terrain (fields), -1 for the second opportunity
fire, +1 for an attack against paratroopers.
The German player rolls 1 dice.

The next American unit is a glider which lands in
F/c1.
The Allied player checks for damage from the
landing and rolls 4 special dice without taking any
damage.
The German player again performs opportunity
fire: Basic attack dice = 5.
-1 dice for opportunity fire, -1 for the terrain
(woods), -2 dice for the third opportunity fire attack,
+1 for an attack against paratroopers. The German
player rolls 2 dice.
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Translation into english by Andrew Carless.

This section covers two types of paratrooper units,
paratroopers and airborne glider units.
The first type comprises only Infantry, the second
also includes Command groups and artillery.
All infantry units are considered to be on foot.
The paratroopers land on the scenario maps in
waves; first the Army Group “A”, then “B”, and
lastly “R”.
The entire operation occurs in one game turn
(the drop turn).
The enemy may not play during the drop turn
but he can perform opportunity fire with the rules
covering paratrooper landings.
The paratrooper units may be damaged if they
land on some types of terrain; the damage is
calculated with the number of special dice shown
in this table.
Every “HIT” is one point of damage taken.

TERRAIN Paratroopers Gliders

OPEN GROUND ok ok

ROADS see terrain see terrain

HILLS ok 1 die

WOODS 3 dice 4 dice

CULTIVATED FIELDS 1 die 1 dice

BOCAGE 1 die 2 dice

CITIES 3 dice 4 dice

TOWN/FARM 2 dice 3 dice

SWAMP 2 dice 3 dice

TRENCHES + 1 die + 1 dice

BUNKER ok + 1 dice

RIVER SIDE + 1 die + 1 dice

STREAM SIDE ok + 1 dice
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